The FUV continuum spectrum of many accreting pre-main sequence stars, Classical T Tauri Stars (CTTSs), does not continue smoothly from the well-studied Balmer continuum emission in the NUV, suggesting that additional processes contribute to the short-wavelength emission in these objects. The most notable spectral feature in the FUV continuum of some CTTSs is a broad emission approximately centered at 1600Å, which has been referred to as the "1600Å Bump". The origin of this feature remains unclear. In an effort to better understand the molecular properties of planet-forming disks and the UV spectral properties of accreting protostars, we have assembled archival FUV spectra of 37 disk-hosting systems observed by the Hubble Space Telescope-Cosmic Origins Spectrograph. Clear 1600Å Bump emission is observed above the smooth, underlying 1100 -1800Å continuum spectrum in 19/37 Classical T Tauri disks in the HST -COS sample, with the detection rate in transition disks (8/8) being much higher than in primordial or non-transition sources (11/29). We describe a spectral deconvolution analysis to separate the Bump (spanning 1490 -1690Å) from the underlying FUV continuum, finding an average Bump luminosity, L(Bump) ≈ 7 × 10 29 erg s −1 . Parameterizing the Bump with a combination of Gaussian and polynomial components, we find that the 1600Å Bump is characterized by a peak wavelength λ o = 1598.6 ± 3.3Å, with FWHM = 35.8 ± 19.1Å.
INTRODUCTION
Measurements of the composition and physical state of protoplanetary gas disks form the basis for estimating the initial conditions of planet formation. Molecular gas emission and absorption originating inside of 10 AU provide our best means of estimating the conditions at the radii where gas giant and rocky planet cores are forming and accreting their nascent atmospheres. Over the past decade, surveys of molecular emission from the inner few AU have provided new constraints on the radial distribution, temperature, and composition of planet-forming disks. Surveys of mid-IR emission from CO (Salyk et al. 2008 (Salyk et al. , 2009 Brown et al. 2013; Banzatti & Pontoppidan 2015) , H 2 O and organic molecules Carr & Najita 2011; Salyk et al. 2011a) , UV emission and absorp-tion of H 2 and CO France et al. 2011a; Schindhelm et al. 2012a; France et al. 2014a) , and spectrally/spatially-resolved near-IR observations (Pontoppidan et al. 2011; Carmona et al. 2011; Brittain et al. 2015) have placed constraints on the relative abundance ratios of H 2 , CO, and H 2 O, the evolution of the inner gas disk radius, and the excitation conditions of the molecular gas.
An important caveat when considering molecular spectra of inner disks is that none of these tracers probe the disk midplane where planet-formation is active. Similarly, very few of these surveys provide spatially-resolved maps of this region (although see, e.g., Eisner et al. 2008 ) and ALMA is not sensitive to warm gas emission inside of ∼ 10 AU for disks at typical star-forming region distances of d ≥ 100 pc (ALMA Partnership et al. 2015; Andrews et al. 2016) . The inner disk tracers noted in the preceding paragraph all probe various heights in the inner disk atmosphere, mostly at vertical columns of 100 -1000 lower than the optically thick and observationally inaccessible midplane. Given these challenges, our best opportunity to converge on a three-dimensional view of the planet-forming regions around young stars is to assemble panchromatic tracers of the relevant disk molecules (Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2016) . Taken as an ensemble, the weaknesses of individual tracers can be mit-igated and we can develop a suite of diagnostics that support a more complete picture of this phase of planetformation.
James Webb Space Telescope observations of water and other organic molecules are a highly anticipated contribution to this goal (e.g., Banzatti et al. 2017) and there is work to be done placing panchromatic disk observations into a unified modeling framework (Haworth et al. 2016) . In an effort to expand the observational database of UV molecular tracers, we present a new analysis of archival Hubble Space Telescope UV spectra of protoplanetary disks around M * 2M ⊙ central stars (Classical T Tauri Stars; CTTSs) to propose a new origin for the broad, quasi-continuous, spectral feature near 1600Å (which we refer to as the "1600Å Bump", or simply the Bump hereafter). This work represents the largest survey of high-resolution UV CTTS spectra obtained to date, and presents new measurements of key UV diagnostics (H 2 , Lyα, C IV, FUV continuum) in addition to the new analysis and model-based interpretation of the 1600Å Bump feature.
The FUV continuum in CTTSs has been shown to be in excess of what is predicted by scaling the Balmer continuum to shorter wavelengths France et al. 2014b ) and several authors have noted the presence of the broad, likely molecular, quasi-continuum emission observed between 1450 λ 1650Å in many CTTSs. This emission was first noted by Herczeg et al. (2004) and Bergin et al. (2004) in HST -STIS observations of bright CTTSs. They argued that it originated from X-ray generated photo-electron impact on H 2 , though it was noted that TW Hya did not show the characteristic discrete emission lines from the electronimpact process that are observed in Herbig-Haro objects (Raymond et al. 1997 ) and the aurorae of gas giant planets (Liu & Dalgarno 1996; Gustin et al. 2004; France et al. 2010b) . Under the assumption that this feature was attributable to collisionally excited H 2 , Ingleby et al. (2009) analyzed 33 low-resolution CTTS spectra to constrain the molecular surface density of the surrounding circumstellar material.
In previous work , we have shown that while a combination of accretion continuum and electron-impact H 2 emission can reproduce some features of the spectra, there are significant discrepancies between the predicted and observed spectral features from this process. Most notably, the dearth of bound-bound transitions (discrete emission lines) from this process and an observed shift in the peak wavelength of the observed H 2 collisional dissociation peak make it hard to assign the entire Bump spectrum to electron-impact excited H 2 . Deep, spectrally resolved observations have shown that CO fluorescence (excited by Lyα and C IV photons) can account for some of these discrepancies , and in this work we propose a new mechanism to account for the excess emission in the quasi-continuous 1600Å Bump feature: emission from highly non-thermal H 2 molecules that are the fragments of water photodissociation by Lyα photons.
This paper is laid out as follows -Section 2 presents a brief overview of the HST data sets used in this work. In Section 3, we describe the new analysis of the UV spectra, including consideration of updated dust reddening parameters, new measurements of the 1600Å Bump and fluorescent H 2 emission, and extension of previous relations to estimate the intrinsic Lyα emission from these sources. Section 3 concludes with an empirical characterization of the Bump properties and Section 4 places these properties into context with other parameters of the star + disk systems. In Section 5, we make several arguments against an electron-impact excited H 2 origin for the Bump and present new calculations of Lyα excitation on the dissociation products of H 2 O, demonstrating that this interpretation provides a consistent fit to both the quasi-continuous and discrete emissions present in UV spectral observations of protoplanetary disks. Section 5 also places the Bump in context of mid-IR water emission features observed by Spitzer and Section 6 summarizes this work.
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY
We use the medium spectral resolution G160M mode of HST -COS (Green et al. 2012) to measure the FUV continuum and separate broad spectral features from narrow emission lines for a sample of 37 disk-hosting stars. Most have these observations have been analyzed as part of previous disk or accretion diagnostic ) studies. We refer the reader to these works for an overview of the observations. We have augmented the COS Guaranteed Time (PIDs 11533 and 12036; PI -J. Green) and DAO samples (PID 11616; PI -G. Herczeg) with observations of DQ Tau and UZ Tau E (PID 12161; PI -D. Ardila), young stars in the Orion star-forming region (PID 13363; PI -N. Calvet) , the binary PMS star AK Sco (PID 13372; PI -A. Gomez de Castro; Gomez de Castro et al. 2016) , the young brown dwarfs 2M1207 and SCH0439 (PIDs 11531 and 11616; PI -J. Green and G. Herczeg) , and follow-up observations of AA Tau, RECX-15, and RW Aur (PID 12876; PI -K. France). Finally, we have included two observations of TW Hya, the well-studied HST -STIS spectrum (Herczeg et al. 2002 and archival observations from HST -COS (PID 12315; PI -H. M. Guenther) . This brings the sample to a total of 41 unique, high-resolution FUV observations capable of isolating and characterizing the 1600Å spectral feature.
While the majority of the observations used in this study have broader FUV wavelength coverage, we only present new analyses of the G160M data (and STIS E140M for TW Hya). The COS G160M mode spans the wavelength range 1390 -1780Å for most stars, and the medium resolution mode provides point-source resolution of ∆v ≈ 17 km s −1 with 7 pixels per resolution element (Osterman et al. 2011) . The STIS observations were acquired using the E140M echelle mode (∆v ≈ 8 km s −1 ) through the 0.2 ′′ × 0.2 ′′ aperture. The relatively high spectral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of these data are critical for being able to separate the forest of H 2 , CO, and atomic emission and absorption lines (Herczeg et al. 2002 France et al. 2011a) from the quasi-continuous Bump feature. Table 1 lists relevant system parameters and assumed distances for the objects studied in this paper. Fig. 1. -A prototypical 1600Å Bump spectrum in the transition disk CS Cha. The reddening-corrected extracted continuum spectrum is shown in gray, the second order polynomial fit to the underlying FUV continuum spectrum is shown as the dashed blue line. The continuum-subtracted Bump spectrum is displayed as the solid black circles and a Gaussian plus second-order polynomial fit to the Bump is shown in red. The central Gaussian component of the fit is used to characterize the central wavelength and the FWHM of the Bump in the targets. Clear Bump emission is observed in 19/37 (∼ 50%) of protoplanetary disk targets observed by HST -COS, and we show the extracted Bump spectra for all targets in Appendix A.
There are five key spectral features that we extract from this HST FUV spectral disk survey to study the origin of the 1600Å Bump feature: The Bump, the underlying FUV continuum spectrum, the fluorescent H 2 luminosity, the Lyα luminosity, and the C IV luminosity. We use all of these observations to constrain the chemical and spatial origin of the Bump emission.
FUV Continuum and 1600Å Bump
We have created new FUV continuum spectra for the 41 observations (37 targets) analyzed in this work, following the continuum extraction methodology described in (France et al. 2014b ). We create a grid of 131 unique spectral points between 1381 and 1781Å, selected by hand to avoid discrete molecular and atomic emission and absorption features, where 0.75Å (approximately 10 spectral resolution elements) spectral continuum windows can be cleanly measured. We measure the mean and standard deviation of the observed spectra, and these points define the binned flux spectrum and error array (see Figure 1 ). These binned spectra are then corrected for interstellar reddening (see Section 3.2) and the FUV continuum and 1600Å Bump are separated as described below.
We measure the FUV continuum emission by fitting the binned spectrum with a second order polynomial at wavelengths away from the Bump, in the regions ∆λ = 1395 -1401Å, 1420 -1465Å, 1690 -1710Å, and 1730 -1760Å. Some spectra did not have this standard COS G160M wavelength coverage (e.g., the Orion stars and the STIS observations of TW Hya), had broad hot gas lines that had to be avoided in the continuum spectra (e.g., RW Aur), or were of early spectral type such that the photospheric contribution contaminated the longwavelength FUV continuum fit (e.g., HD 134344B). In these cases, small adjustments were made to the exact wavelength bounds, but visual inspection indicated that this did not have a significant impact on the Bump extraction region. The FUV continuum flux, F F UV Cont , is the integral of the polynomial over the 1490 -1690Å wavelength region for direct comparison with the integrated 1600Å Bump fluxes. The FUV continuum luminosity is defined as L(FUV Cont) = 4πd 2 F F UV Cont . The most prominent feature in the binned spectra of some CTTSs is the 1600Å Bump, a spectral feature that spans ∼ 30 -150Å and has a peak flux ∼ 0 -4 times the smooth underlying continuum level at 1600Å. We define the 1600Å Bump as the excess emission above the FUV continuum in the 1490 -1690Å spectral region, where the Bump spectrum is the binned data minus the FUV continuum fit. An example of the well-defined Bump spectrum of CS Cha is shown in Figure 1 . We found that a Gaussian line profile and a second-order polynomial were a good representation of the Bump spectrum in objects with well-defined Bumps, and we fitted this function to all of the observations in our sample (see the Appendix for plots of all 41 observations). For broad Bumps however, these two components can be degenerate. We define the total Bump flux, F Bump , as the integral of the continuum-subtracted Bump spectrum from 1490 to 1690Å, and L(Bump) = 4πd 2 F Bump . We use the parameters of the Central Gaussian (CG) to quantify the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) and central wavelength (λ o (CG)) of the feature. Given the asymmetric shape of the Bump spectrum, these values do not describe the FWHM and line center of the feature as a whole, but allow us to define the brightest peak of the emission seen in most of the Bump-detected sources and enable us to discriminate between different origins for this emission based on the peak of the continuum emission spectrum.
This procedure captures the majority of the clear Bump sources, however this automated Bump-fitting routine is not perfect. There are examples of stars without clear Bump emission that returned good fits (e.g., CSVO109, DK Tau, DR Tau, and TW Hya-STIS), and stars that demonstrate Bumps that are missed by this procedure (e.g., DN Tau, DQ Tau, and LkCa15). In the Appendix, we display the Bump region spectra for all of the sources studied here, and Gaussian fits are included for stars with FWHM > 0 and good visual fits to the data. For the plots in Figures 4, 5, 7, and 8, we plot the 24 spectra with visually-defined Bumps (stars with FWHM > 0, except CSVO109, DK Tau, DR Tau, and TW Hya-STIS, plus DN Tau, DQ Tau, and LkCa15) as solid black diamonds and non-detections (stars with FWHM < 0, plus CSVO109, DK Tau, DR Tau, and TW Hya-STIS) as blue upper limit symbols. Stars with visually well-defined Bumps are noted in Table 2. 3.1.2. H2, Lyα, and C IV In order to explore excitation mechanisms for the Bump emission, in particular photoexcitation/photodissociation versus excitation/dissociation by non-thermal electrons, we need to quantify the H I Lyα flux as this is the dominant UV emission component in accreting protostars. Lyα contributes, on average, ∼ 10 times the intrinsic flux as the second largest contributor to the FUV luminosity, the continuum emission (France et al. 2014b ). However, direct measurements of the intrinsic Lyα luminosity are impossible owing to resonant scattering by circumstellar and interstellar hydrogen atoms Lamzin 2006; McJunkin et al. 2014) . The best indirect method for measuring the Lyα emission line profile and the total Lyα power is a fluorescent H 2 -based profile reconstruction. The flux distribution of the numerous H 2 progressions pumped by stellar/accretiongenerated Lyα photons can provide constraints on the H 2 rovibrational temperature, the H 2 column density, and the neutral hydrogen outflow from the protostar. These parameters can be solved simultaneously with a parameterized Lyα profile to calculate the intrinsic Lyα flux from the accreting protostar Schindhelm et al. 2012b) .
The Lyα reconstruction technique relies on constraints from the observed high-velocity wings of the line, but not all of the stars in our sample have the requisite FUV spectral coverage to carry out the full reconstruction. Instead, we extrapolate the H 2 -to-Lyα flux relationship developed by Schindhelm et al. (2012b) to predict the Lyα flux from stars in our sample without reconstructed Lyα profiles in the literature. We measure intrinsic Lyα fluxes for all of the targets with reconstructed profiles and create new measurements of the H 2 fluorescence luminosity 4 following the prescription described in France et al. (2012b) . We measure 3 to 4 individual emission lines from the 12 brightest H 2 progressions that are pumped out of transitions spanning the Lyα emission profile (1213.3 -1219.1Å).
H 2 thermally excited to several thousand degree K dominate the discrete H 2 fluorescence spectra of CTTSs McJunkin et al. 2016 ) and present significant populations in a range of rovibrational levels, up to roughly v ′′ ≈ 4, meaning that self-absorption can impact individual H 2 emission lines at shorter wavelengths McJunkin et al. 2016) . The self-absorption concern, in concert with the fact that the strongest H 2 emission lines from most progressions arise at λ 1340Å, limits us to the measurement of lines ending in vibrational levels v ′′ 5. The total flux in each progression m, F m (H 2 ), is defined as the emission line flux divided by its branching ratio, and the uncertainty on the total progression flux is the taken as the standard deviation of all of the measured progression fluxes. The total H 2 flux, F tot (H 2 ), is the sum over all progressions, and the H 2 luminosity is then L(H 2 ) = 4πd 2 F tot (H 2 ). We refer the reader to Section 3.1 of France et al. (2012b) for a complete description of the H 2 emission lines studied here.
Given the wide range of C IV doublet (λ o = 1548.20, 1550.77Å) line morphologies ), we do not attempt to parameterize these lines and simply integrate the reddening-corrected spectra over a wavelength range 1547.6 -1553.0Å and subtract the flux from a nearby continuum region to measure the C IV fluxes presented in Table 2 . Some uncertainty is introduced by 4 We estimate that the brightest 12 H 2 progressions contribute ≥ 80% of the total fluorescent H 2 emission from CTTSs. Table 1 and the red circles are the N(H I)-based reddenings from McJunkin et al. (2014) . A strong correlation is observed between A V and luminosity (flux) for the literature reddenings, and this will imprint a significant correlation bias into the sample -"A V correlates with A V ". In this work, we adopt the ISM-based reddening curves from McJunkin et al. (2014) which do not introduce this bias. Here and in subsequent plots, the Spearman rho (ρ) quantifies the degree of correlation and the p-value quantifies the likelihood that the two quantities are uncorrelated.
contamination from the H 2 B -X (1 -8)R(3) λ1547.34Å and B -X (3 -7)P (17) λ1551.76Å lines (see, e.g., Figure  9 of France et al. 2014 ), but these lines typically make up less than 10% of the total C IV flux, so we ignore this effect.
Optical Reddening Values and the Extinction
Correction The reddening correction is an important component to the luminosity calculations presented here. This is particularly true because we are working in the FUV bandpass, where dust attenuation curves have significantly larger impact than at optical and infrared wavelengths. For instance, at optical extinction values approaching A V = 2, the FUV reddening correction can be as high as 20 -30, depending on the assumed dust grain distribution of the intervening interstellar and circumstellar media. Traditionally, extinction estimates for PMS stars are derived by measuring optical or infrared color excesses, in photometric or spectrophotometric data, relative to stellar photospheric templates or stellar photosphere templates coupled with additional accretion continuum ("veiling"; e.g., Hartigan & Kenyon 2003; . Temporal variability in optical and near-IR observations of CTTSs (Herbst et al. 1994; Cody et al. 2013; Venuti et al. 2015) can happen on timescales of hours and can be accompanied by changes in the spectral slope, complicating simultaneous stellar model and extinction fitting for non-simultaneous observations.
An alternative method for calculating the color excess in CTTSs has been proposed by McJunkin et al. (2014) combining measurements of the atomic hydrogen along the sightline to the central star with column densityto-color excess relationships derived for the diffuse and translucent ISM (Bohlin et al. 1978; Diplas & Savage 1994) . This technique uses the central star as the background source and measures the N(H I) from the heavily damped Lyα absorption line profile observed against the red side of the broad Lyα emission line (see also Lamzin 2006) . Since the absorbing material is fixed in velocity 5 , this method is insensitive to changes in the accretion rate (i.e., the background Lyα spectrum) and veiling does not contribute at these wavelengths. Comparing the N(H I)-based A V with optical/IR-derived values from the literature, McJunkin et al. (2014) found A V values on average 0.6 magnitudes lower, corresponding to factors of 1.5-to-10 lower extinction corrections, again depending on the adopted interstellar grain distribution. Two significant uncertainties with this approach are that 1) the grain distribution (and thus the UV opacity), approximated by the ratio of total to selective extinction (R V ), may be significantly different in star-forming regions than in the average diffuse ISM , and 2) the gas-to-dust ratio may be different than the interstellar value.
Because we are investigating potential causal correlations for the Bump flux, we compared these two reddening estimation methods to evaluate potential biases. A comparison of the correlation between fluorescent H 2 luminosity (L(H 2 )) and A V is shown in Figure 2 . The two primary drivers for the H 2 luminosity are the amount of hot H 2 in the circumstellar disk surface and/or the Lyα flux incident on the disk, and neither of these should be related to the amount of dust along the line-of-sight. Therefore, the reddening and the H 2 luminosity should be uncorrelated. Figure 2 shows however that there is a strong correlation between L(H 2 ) and A V for the literature reddening values (open black diamonds), indicating that the extinction correction and not the intrinsic H 2 flux level will likely drive luminosity-luminosity relationships. The Spearman correlation coefficient is ρ =+0.73 with a very low probability of these variables being uncorrelated (p = 1.70 × 10 −6 ). A similar comparison using N(H I)-based A V shows a very weak correlation [ρ =+0.33, p = 7.06 × 10 −2 ]. In order to obtain unbiased flux measurements for the star and disk emission components studied here, we adopt the McJunkin et al. (2014) N(H I)-based A V values, assuming the standard ISM R V value of 3.1, for all stars with N(H I) measurements. The C IV, 1600Å Bump, and FUV continuum measurements were made with the N(H I)-based A V values. The Lyα reconstructions were derived using literature reddening values France et al. 2012b) , and these literature H 2 and Lyα fluxes were scaled by the ratio of the literature and N(H I)-based extinction curves, evaluated at 1500Å and 1216Å, respectively. We note that the two accreting brown dwarfs do not show significant Lyα emission, and that DQ Tau, UZ Tau, and the Orion stars do not have Lyα observations available; we adopt the literature value for those sources. Schindhelm et al. (2012b) or extrapolated from those fluxes as described in Section 3.1.2. This correlation suggests that Lyα may be directly responsible for producing/exciting the Bump emission.For this plots as well as Figures 5, 7, and 8, sources with clearly defined Bumps (stars with FWHM > 0, except CSVO109, DK Tau, DR Tau, and TW Hya-STIS, plus DN Tau, DQ Tau, and LkCa15) are plotted as solid black diamonds and non-detections (stars with FWHM < 0, plus CSVO109, DK Tau, DR Tau, and TW Hya-STIS) are plotted as blue upper limit symbols.
The 1600Å Bump Properties
We find that 19/37 sources in this study display an unambiguously detected 1600Å Bump in their FUV spectra. The criteria for an unambiguous detection include fits to the two-component Bump fit: F (Bump) > 0, FWHM > 8Å, and 1580 ≤ λ o (CG) ≤ 1620Å, and clear Bump upon visual inspection. Given the size of the sample, we propose that this trend would hold for larger sam-ples so that we can conclude that 50% of all CTTSs show Bump emission. The systems that display clear bumps span a range of stellar masses, from M2 (RECX-15) to G1 (SU Aur), a range of inner disk dust content from primordial disks (BP Tau, HN Tau) to prototypical transition disks (DM Tau, GM Aur), and a range of mass accretion rates (> 10 -11) . The list of clear Bump sources is AA Tau, BP Tau, CS Cha, CSVO090, DE Tau, DF Tau, DM Tau, GM Aur, HN Tau, RECX-11, RECX-15, RY Lup, SU Aur, SZ 102, TW Hya (COS), UX Tau, UZ Tau, V4046 Sgr, and V836 Tau. In addition to the list of confident Bump detections, three sources appear to display Bumps, but did not meet the parameterized requirement for a well-defined Bump -DN Tau, DQ Tau, and LkCa15 (see Section 3.1.2).
The average parameterized Bump properties are λ o (CG) = 1598.6 ± 3.3Å, with FWHM = 35.8± 19.1Å. The average Bump Luminosity in the sample is log 10 L(Bump) = 29.83, or 1.8 × 10 −4 L ⊙ . For comparison with a strong accretion tracer, the 1600Å Bump has a similar emitted power to the C IV doublet, L(Bump)/L(C IV) = 1.25 for the 24 observations with visually well-defined Bumps. Figure 3 shows that the central wavelength of the Bump is relatively invariant to the total Bump flux, suggesting that the composition and/or rovibrational population of the Bump carrier does not change dramatically in different star + disk environments. It also shows that the Bump is never centered near the 1575Å dissociation peak associated with electron-impact H 2 , as will be discussed in the context of H 2 models below. We present the integrated 1600Å Bump luminosities and Gaussian parameters in Table 2 , and present a discussion about the spectral characteristics of the Bump in Sections 4 and 5.
DISCUSSION: THE 1600Å BUMP IN THE STAR + DISK SYSTEM
In these subsections, we look at the relationship between the measured Bump parameters with the properties of the star and disk systems. In Section 4.1, we compare the Bump luminosity with the mass of the central star, the X-ray luminosity, and the mass-accretion rate. Section 4.2 presents a comparison of the 1600Å Bump with tracers of the gas and dust distributions in the inner disks of CTTSs. Figure 4 shows the correlation between the Bump luminosity and the accretion-dominated Lyα luminosity generated near the stellar surface. There is a strong correlation [ρ =+0.74, p = 1.72 × 10
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−3 ], suggesting that Lyα photoexcitation may play a role in the production of the Bump emission and/or the carrier of the Bump. The average fractional Bump luminosity is L(Bump)/L(Lyα) = 0.013, however this Lyα luminosity is the intrinsic Lyα that does not account for absorption by neutral outflows. When considering that outflows block ∼ 30 -60% of the Lyα from reaching the disk surface, the Bump likely emits ∼ 2 -4% of the Lyα luminosity. The magnitude of the Bump/Lyα ratio, combined with the correlation with the Lyα luminosity, is a strong clue to the origin of the Bump emission. If photoexcitation is responsible for producing the Bump, there are very few other emission sources in the system that can produce a few percent of the total FUV output 6 . The next brightest UV photon source, the FUV continuum, makes up about 8% of the total stellar FUV output, however, at the observed flux levels, the FUV continuum-to-Bump would have to have an energy conversion efficiency of 10 -20% of the total panchromatic energy into the Bump, which seems unrealistic. This large FUV continuum-to-Bump conversion is particularly unlikely because most of that energy would have to come from the shorter-wavelength continuum (λ < 1500Å; the Bump has a specific intensity higher than the FUV continuum in many sources), and the FUV continuum decreases to the blue in most CTTS sources. In short, it appears that the underlying FUV continuum has neither the spectral distribution nor the total power available to explain the 1600Å Bump. Figure 5 compares the Bump luminosity with both the stellar mass (lef t) and the X-ray luminosity (middle) of the star. There is no clear correlation with either of these stellar quantities. The Spearman correlation coefficient and null-correlation probability with the stellar mass are [ρ =-0.04, p = 6.93× 10
−1 ] for the 24 spectra with visually-defined Bumps (Section 3.1.1). Separate Bump populations in higher-and lower-mass CTTSs may be expected if the carrier of the Bump is destroyed by the elevated NUV and red-FUV (λ > 1700Å) flux from the hotter stars. However, no statistically significant difference is seen in our sample. Figure 5 shows an arbitrarily defined division at 1.1 M ⊙ , with a 52% (15/29 sources) detection rate for M * < 1.1 M ⊙ and a 50% (4/8 sources) detection rate with M * > 1.1 M ⊙ . A complementary sample of Herbig Ae stars would be useful to fill in the higher-mass portion of this diagram, but in practice the detectability of the Bump will likely be decreased due to contrast with the brighter photospheres of those hotter stars. Similarly, there is no correlation between the X-ray luminosity and the 1600Å Bump luminosity [ρ =-0.18, p = 4.34× 10 −1 for the 24 spectra with visually-defined Bumps (Section 3.1.1)] as shown in Figure 5 
Of the sample of clearly detected Bump spectra, 4/24 detections (V836 Tau, RECX-11, RY Lup, and SU Aur) have low L(Bump)/L X , 0.01 -0.02. Figure 5 (right) also compares the Bump Lumonsity with mass accretion rate measurments from the literature. We observe a weak but significant [ρ =+0.44, p = 5.04× 10
−2 ] correlation between these two quantities when considering sources with well-defined Bumps. We argue that this is an indirect correlation instead of production of the Bump in the immediate vicinity of the accretion flows. In Section 5 we describe a scenario where the Bump is powered by stellar+accretion Lyα photons; the Lyα flux level is largely driven by the mass accretion rate onto the central star.
The stellar properties analysis also supports the ar-gument that the underlying FUV continuum emission is generated by mass-accretion luminosity (either directly or is powered by illumination from the accreting star) (France et al. 2014b) . Figure 6 shows the strong correlation between the FUV continuum luminosity, L(FUV Cont), and the C IV luminosity, L(C IV), [ρ =+0.84, p = 3.79 × 10 −10 ]. Following the discussion in §3.2, previous correlations between C IV and the accretion rate may have been driven in part by an overestimated extinction correction, but this plot demonstrates that L(FUV Cont) and L(C IV) are strongly correlated over more than three decades of C IV luminosity. The FUV continuum has been shown to not be a direct extension of the NUV Balmer continuum in most CTTS France et al. 2014b ), but instead is likely contributed by specific high-temperature pre-shock regions where accretion columns are impacting the protostellar surface, likely with a small geometric filling faction over the stellar surface (e.g., Ingleby et al. 2013) . Models of the FUV accretion continuum generation would be valuable inputs to studies of disk photochemistry and the photoevaporative evolution of gas disks.
Correlations with Disk Parameters
We investigate correlations between the Bump luminosity and tracers of inner disk evolution in Figure 7 . Figure 7 (lef t) displays L(Bump) as a function of the H 2 fluorescence inner and outer radii, R H2 (Hoadley et al. 2015) . The H 2 radii are derived from radiative transfer modeling of the photo-illuminated disk surface; the radial flux distributions is retrieved by comparing the model output to the spectrally resolved H 2 emission line profiles. The inner and outer R H2 are defined as the disk radii where 90% of the emission originates exterior to (inner radius) and 90% of the emission originates interior to (outer radius), respectively. By eye, there appears to be a weak anti-correlation between L(Bump) and the H 2 radius, in particular the outer radius, but no statistically strong correlation is observed [ρ =-0.33, p = 4.31 × 10
−1 ]. Figure 7 (right) compares the Bump luminosity with the slope of the mid-IR spectral energy distribution, quantified by the difference in the 13 µm and 31 µm brightness, n 13−31 (Furlan et al. 2009 ). Disks with n 13−31 < 0 are generally considered to be primordial, with little dissipation of their optically thick inner dust distributions while disks with n 13−31 > 0 indicate that the inner disk dust has been (at least partially) cleared, likely by some combination of dynamical interaction with a forming planetary system (Dong & Dawson 2016) and photoevaporation by the high-energy irradiance of the accreting central star (Alexander et al. 2014) .
There is a clear population bimodality in the detection rate of Bumps between so-called "primordial" and "transition" disks. All eight of the transition disks (CS Cha, DM Tau, GM Aur, LkCa15, SU Aur, TW Hya (COS observation only), UX Tau A, and V4046 Sgr) display Bumps. By contrast, only 11 of the remaining 29, non-transitional sources show a Bump. This suggests that a degree of inner disk clearing creates a favorable environment for the production of the 1600Å Bump, possibly by facilitating the propagation of Lyα photons through the inner few astronomical units. Disks in our sample span a range of primordial to transitional dust distribution (−1 < n 13−31 < 3), and despite the obvious population bimodality, no correlation is found between L(Bump) and n 13−31 [ρ =+0.08, p = 7.55 × 10
−1 ]. Taken together, these results suggest that if the Bump carrier is a gas phase species, it is not coupled to the optically thick dust and does not significantly diminish as the hot H 2 disk atmosphere moves outward. This would favor material in a residual gas disk or disk atmosphere that remains inside the transitional dust gap, as has been seen for fluorescent H 2 and collisional and fluorescent CO emission (Salyk et al. 2009; Brown et al. 2013; Banzatti & Pontoppidan 2015; Schindhelm et al. 2012a ).
Related to the strong correlation between the Bump and Lyα is the comparison of the total luminosity from the Bump and L(H 2 ). Figure 8 shows that targets with well-defined bumps span a range L(Bump)/L(H 2 ) = 10 -80%, a number that is at first surprisingly large: H 2 dissociation from a purely thermal population excited by Lyα photons is small but non-zero. Taking a conservatively large dissociation fraction by assuming a hot H 2 distribution (T rot = 4000 K), the ratio of continuum (1500 -1700Å) to bound-bound line flux (1200 -1700Å) is approximately 2.4 %. Therefore, a thermal population of fluorescent H 2 falls far short of producing the observed,
tio is plotted versus the FUV continuum luminosity in Figure 8 , and no correlation is observed [ρ =-0.14, p = 6.42 × 10
−1 ]. We pause here to remind the reader that it is only the large specific flux of Lyα that makes the hot H 2 in these systems observable. For example, the brightest H 2 emission cascade in most CTTSs is the [v ′ ,J ′ ] = [1,4] progression pumped out of the v = 2, J = 5 level through the (1 -2)P(5) absorption line (λ abs =1216.07Å). The [2,5] rovibrational level of the ground electronic state contains < 0.2% of the total H 2 column at T (H 2 ) = 2500 K. Without the very strong Lyα pumping source Schindhelm et al. 2012b) , these H 2 emission lines would not be observable. Furthermore, Ádámkovics et al. (2016) has argued that it is the strong Lyα irradiation itself that heats the H 2 to the high temperatures required for detectable H 2 fluorescence. Similarly, CO has a gas-phase abundance ≈ 10
that of H 2 (France et al. 2014a ) and very weak absorbing overlap transitions (through the A -X (14 -0) band, where A lu ≈ 10 4 s −1 ) with Lyα ). However, the Lyα luminosity is large enough to enable the detection of fluorescent CO emission lines from this process for ∼ 50% of CTTSs . The observation that the 1600Å Bump has a luminosity ∼ 10 -80 % of the total H 2 fluorescent output in half of CTTSs permits a scenario where the carrier of the Bump may also be a relatively low-abundance species, provided that it has absorption transitions that overlap with Lyα. In the following section, we compare the standard explanation for the Bump (collisional excitation by photoelectrons) with a possible Lyα photo-excitation scenario. -The Bump luminosity is not correlated with the stellar mass or the X-ray luminosity. At left, we plot the bump luminosity against the stellar mass. At middle, the Bump luminosity is compared with the X-ray luminosity of the source. At right, the Bump luminosity is compared with the mass accretion rate of the source. Well-resolved Bumps are shown as black diamonds and sources where the Gaussian fits to the molecular continuum spectrum found no detection are shown as blue crosses. The bump luminosity is correlated with accretion rate, but no correlations are observed with mass of the central star or X-ray luminosity. Fig. 6.-The FUV continuum (measured over 1490 -1690Å) is strongly correlated with the C IV emission. Building on existing studies that have established a relationship between C IV flux and mass-accretion rate, we conclude that the FUV continuum emission is a tracer of accretion luminosity across ∼ 3 orders of magnitude in FUV continuum luminosity.
Comparison with Electron-Impact Models
The assumed origin of the 1600Å Bump before COS was electron-impact excitation of H 2 (Bergin et al. 2004; Ingleby et al. 2009 ). Bergin et al. (2004) suggested that X-ray irradiation from the central source could produce hot photoelectrons capable of collisionally exciting H 2 near the region of planet formation. This assumption has been used to constrain the mass surface density of CTTS disks and draw inferences about the planetary architectures found therein ). Conclusions about the electron-impact excited H 2 population have mainly relied on FUV spectra obtained with the low spectral resolution modes on HST (STIS G140L and ACS PR130L). CTTS observations with HST -COS have raised questions about this interpretation. Using the deepest UV spectral observations of a CTTS obtained to date, France et al. (2011b) analyzed the molecular continuum from the V4046 Sgr disk, finding that the peak in the dissociation continuum was shifted by ∼ 25Å to the red from the nominal 1575Å electron-impact dissociation peak observed in the well-studied Jovian aurorae (Yung et al. 1982; Ajello et al. 1984; Abgrall et al. 1997; Gustin et al. 2006) .
The Bumps from two representative CTTSs (V4046 Sgr and AA Tau) are shown in Figure 9 , compared with -The Bump luminosity is not correlated with measures of gas or dust evolution within the disk. At top, we plot the bump luminosity against the inner (filled black diamonds) and outer (open red diamonds) H 2 radius derived from observations of Lyα-pumped fluorescent H 2 (Hoadley et al. 2015) . At bottom, the Bump luminosity is compared with n 13−31 , the mid-IR SED slope that indicates the presence or absence of optically thick dust in the inner disk. While there is no clear trend between Bump luminosity and the degree of dust clearing, there is a clear difference in the Bump detection rate between transition and primordial sources: 8/8 transition disks display strong Bumps whereas only 11/29 of non-transition sources display clearly detectable Bumps. model electron-impact excited H 2 dissociation continua at 1000 K and 2500 K gas temperature (assuming a 100 eV secondary electron energy distribution; France et al. 2011b) ; one immediately notes the offset between the observed continuum peak and the H 2 dissociation continuum from electron-impact models (magenta and gray solid lines in Fig. 9 ). Deep COS observations have indicated that fluorescent emission of warm CO (mainly the higher lying rotational levels of the A -X (0 -1) λ1597Å band pumped by the C IV λ1548Å line; France et al. 2011b ) likely contributes to this feature, although CO alone is insufficient to account for the observed shape and flux of the Bump.
Our analysis of ≈ 20 disks with well-defined Bumps has shown that this wavelength offset is a generic property of the continuum spectra (Section 3.3). Perhaps more problematic for the electron-impact interpretation is that none of the bound-bound transitions resulting from electron-impact excitation of H 2 have been unam- Fig. 8.- A comparison of the ratio of the Bump flux to the fluorescent H 2 flux and the underlying FUV continuum. We do not see any dependence with the Bump/H 2 ratio with continuum luminosity, and find that the total power in the Bump is between roughly 10 -80% of the total luminosity of the fluorescent H 2 in disks. The strength of this emission also points to Lyα-pumping origin for the Bump, but rules out direct dissociation from Lyα on a thermal (T (H 2 ) ∼ 2500 K) H 2 population because dissociation fractions are < 5% for transitions with ground state energies < 2 eV. Wellresolved Bumps are shown as black diamonds and sources where the Gaussian fits to the molecular continuum spectrum found no detection are shown as blue crosses.
biguously identified in the COS sample. If the 1600Å Bump was attributable to electron-impact excitation, these discrete features should be easily observable: more than 80% of the emitted power from electron-impact excited H 2 should be contained in the bound-bound lines, giving rise to a rich H 2 emission spectrum at the resolution of HST -COS (Gustin et al. 2010) . Assuming collisional excitation by hot electrons, we can compute the discrete and quasi-continuous FUV H 2 emission spectrum and compare these synthetic spectra to the data. Normalizing the model H 2 spectrum to the peak of the H 2 dissociation continuum sets the predicted flux level for the discrete transitions that we would expect to observe across the 912 -1650Å bandpass. In Figure 10 , we demonstrate that none of these features are observed for our example objects. In the remainder of this section, we propose a new mechanism that may explain the 1600Å Bump: Lyα-driven photodissociation of H 2 O in protoplanetary disks.
A Direct Probe of Water Dissociation in
Protoplanetary Environments? As described in the introduction, H 2 O has been shown to be abundant in CTTS disks Pontoppidan et al. 2010) . As with H 2 and CO photoexcitation, H 2 O has photoexcitation and photodissociation routes driven by Lyα photons. The FUV absorption spectrum of H 2 O consists of a broad continuum at long wavelengths (1400 -1900Å) associated with the electronic transition X( 1 A 1 ) → A( 1 B 1 ). A second broad absorption is centered around 1280Å, and the X( (middle) and (bottom) We observe the average peak wavelength of the 1600Å Bump at 1598.6Å with a FWHM of the main peak of ∼ 32.8Å. This observed peak wavelength is offset from the peak of the theoretical electron-impact dissociation peak by 20 -25Å for H 2 temperatures in the range T (H 2 ) ≈ 1000 -4000 K. This demonstrates that electron-impact H 2 emission alone is an insufficient mechanism to produce the excess 1600Å Bump emission in CTTSs.
The available spin-allowed channels for H 2 O photodissociation at 1216Å are dominated (∼70 %) by H + OH(X 2 Π) and H + OH(A 2 Σ + ) (Slanger & Black 1982) . The experiments of Slanger and Black (1982) showed that branching ratios for the process described in Equation (3) are 10% for ( 1 D) and 17% for ( 3 P ) channels. Theoretical calculations 7 predict significant non-thermal rotational and vibrational excitation of H 2 from this process (van Harrevelt & van Hemert 2008) . Therefore, ∼ 10 % of the Lyα-irradiated H 2 O population could end up as H 2 molecules with a highly non-thermal population distribution. The ( 1 D) reaction in Equation 3, resulting in rovibrationally excited H 2 , can be followed by
This process will completely change the Lyman and Werner band excitation and emission during the Lyα pumping process Equation 3. However, this mechanism has never been explored experimentally. This H 2 O → H * 2 process may explain the observed shift in the molecular dissociation peak in CTTS environments. Furthermore, this process is a natural production mechanism for the [O I] λ6300Å emission believed to originate near the molecular disk surface and the surrounding circumstellar environment (e.g., Simon et al. 2016) .
Calculations of the H2 Dissociation Continuum
Continuum fluorescence of H 2 arises within Lyman and Werner band systems and involves transitions from the B and C electronically excited states to the continuum of the X ground state above the dissociation limit. These transitions were first found in the laboratory by Dalgarno et al. (1970) and were subsequently interpreted by Stephens & Dalgarno (1972) in a model where the rotational contribution was treated independently of vibrational and electronic motions. Such a simple approximation has been shown to be incomplete when trying to reproduce experimental spectra obtained from electronic impact in the laboratory (Abgrall et al. 1997) . Abgrall et al. (1993 Abgrall et al. ( , 2000 have introduced the actual non-adiabatic couplings (radial and rotational) between the excited electronic states B 1 Σ u , B ′ 1 Σ u , C 1 Π u and D 1 Π u as well as the Coriolis centrifugal term to solve the corresponding nuclear Schrodinger equations. They predict the theoretical FUV spectrum of H 2 by using the ground state experimental energy levels of Dabrowski (1984) , when available, complemented by ab-initio values for the remaining levels (Wolniewicz 1995) . The continuum emission probability is given by:
where E vJ is the energy of level (v,J), M Sα is the electric dipole matrix element linking the excited S(v u ,J u ) and ground X(e l ,J l ) levels and α involves the dipole component responsible for P or R branches (∆J = J u -J l = -1, +1)
8 . The continuum emission probability is normalized over energy and is expressed in s −1 erg −1 . Figure 9 , one can calculate the intensity of the discrete line spectrum from collisionally excited H 2 . The bound-bound M -X (where M is an excited electronic state) transitions contain 75 -90 % of the total energy radiated during the H 2 emission cascade. (lef t) The peak of the discrete electron-impact H 2 line emission at T (H 2 ) = 1000 K is in the 1158 -1185Å region. The predicted flux is not observed. (right) The peak of the discrete electron-impact H 2 line emission at T (H 2 ) = 2500 K is in the 1221 -1242Å spectral regions. Again, the predicted flux is not observed. Combining this non-detection with the significant peak wavelength discrepancy shown in Figure 9 strongly suggests that H 2 , electronically excited by collisions with electrons, does not contribute significantly to the FUV continuum spectrum of CTTSs.
The wavefunction of the continuum ground state is labeled by the energy e l , measured above the dissociation threshold H(1s) + H(1s) and rotational quantum number J l , and is an oscillating function tending asymptotically to a Bessel function. Its normalization is performed over energy, which results in units of the emission probability in s −1 per energy interval. It should be noted that some quasi-bound states may occur for sufficiently large values of the rotational quantum number, giving rise to a well in the potential above the dissociation continuum. Such occurrences can produce resonances in the spectrum and theoretical calculations are required to predict the width and relative fluxes of such features. We refer the reader to previous work (e.g., Abgrall et al. 1993 Abgrall et al. , 2000 to recover the full theoretical treatments.
We have revisited these calculations by extending the value of the rotational quantum number of the ground state up to its maximum value J = 31, thanks to the recent highly accurate computations of energy level positions by Komasa et al. (2011) . The energy transition wavenumbers and wavelengths are computed using these values for the ground state energy terms, and transition probabilities (matrix elements) are obtained with our wave functions computed from the ground state potential energy of Wolniewicz (1995) . The maximum rotational quantum number of the upper B excited level is then J = 32. Comparison with high temperature plasma experiments (Gabriel et al. 2009 ) involving high rotational quantum numbers has shown satisfactory agreement with the theoretical computations of discrete H 2 , HD and D 2 transitions. For the purpose of the present study, we have also carefully analyzed all possible quasi-bound levels in the ground state. The positions were previously reported by Schwenke (1988) and we have calculated the corresponding FUV emission probabilities from the upper electronic states with energy grid resolution corresponding to the width of the quasi-bound level. Then, we introduced the explicit dependence of the emission NLTE H 2 Emission, Continuum H 2 high−J AA Tau V4046 Sgr e − Impact Fig. 11 .-The theoretical H 2 Lyman band continuum coming from v ′ = 0 -3 and J ′ = 19 -35 is shown as black diamonds, demonstrating that H 2 continuum spectra originating from highly excited levels of the upper electronic state can approximately reproduce the observed 1600Å Bump. The Bump spectra of AA Tau and V4046 Sgr are shown as red and purple circles, respectively. For comparison, the electron-impact generated continuum spectrum (at T (H 2 ) = 2500 K, binned to 1Å resolution) has been reproduced in gray.
probability as a function of the wavelength instead of the energy, which simplifies the comparison with the observations. We consider all possible transitions emitted from a particular excited level and compute
where λ = hc/(E(H2s) + E(v u , J u ) − E(H1s) + e l ). We note that E(v u , J u ) is negative with the origin located at the energy of H(2s) level. The fluorescence spectrum intensity depends on the population of the excited states:
in units of erg s −1Å−1 molecule −1 . The excited level population is derived from the excitation function of a given X l initial level through absorption of the Lyα flux:
where N(H 2 ) is the total column density, I(λ) is the Lyα flux, φ(λ) is the absorption profile, and x v l ,J l is the fractional population in the [v l , J l ] state. The absorption cross section is expressed in cm 2Å as
In the following subsection, we compare the output of these new continuum calculations with the observed 1600Å Bump spectra of our sources.
Comparison of the Synthetic H2O Dissociation Spectra with the FUV Data
The two primary discrepancies in the electron-impact H 2 interpretation for the 1600Å Bump are the shifted log 10 N(H 2 ) = 19.00, T rot (H 2 ) = 2500 K Continuum Emission - Figure 11 displays a comparison between our example CTTS Bump spectra (AA Tau and V4046 Sgr) and the H 2 dissociation continuum from highly excited rovibrational levels of the B 1 Σ + u state. This particular example shows emission from v ′ = 0 -3 and J ′ = 19 -35, although there are several combinations of rovibrational levels of the Lyman band (v ′ = 0 -7 and J ′ = 11 -35) that reproduce this approximate shape and line strength. In order to compare the model continua with the data, we summed all of the continuum profiles from [v ′ ,J ′ ] levels in the B 1 Σ + u state and then analyzed these model spectra in the same manner as the data, evaluating the continuum fluxes between sharp emission features. In this way, we avoid confusion with both the bound-bound emission lines and resonances at quasibound continuum levels stabilized by the H 2 centrifugal potential barrier (Abgrall et al. 1997 ). Finally, we analyzed the model continuum spectrum with the same Gaussian profile fitting technique as presented in §3.1.1, finding λ mod = 1605.3Å and F W HM mod = 53.4Å.
It should be emphasized that while this example does not match the exact wavelength shift observed in the CTTS data (median λ bump = 1598.6Å), the flat distribution of intermediate v and high J levels is the expected population distribution for non-thermal H 2 water fragments (van Harrevelt & van Hemert 2008) , and the rotational level population should only increase as we go from cold (ground state, the only available calculations) to warm water more representative of the expected conditions in the warm molecular layer of protoplanetary disks. This population distribution and resultant dissociation continuum should be testable in laboratory experiments that irradiate a gas of warm water molecules with a broad Lyα or scanning ultraviolet light source. As an example, we identify three rovibrational levels of the B electronic state that have dissociation continua spectrally coincident with the Bump: 4, 18] , [5, 10] , and [6, 9] . These progressions, pumped by (4 -0)P(19) λ 1217.41Å, (5 -3)R(9) λ 1219.11Å, and (6 -3)P(10) λ 1219.84Å, have relatively large dissociation fractions (42%, 9%, and 17%, respectively) and produce continuum emission in a band consistent with the observations. In reality, there are a wide range of available v ′ = 0 -7 and J ′ ≥ 10 levels that could be consistent with the observed continuum flux distribution, but identifying the exact subset of states that best reproduces the data will require continued molecular photoprocess modeling and laboratory experiments.
Discrete Line Emission -Using our reconstructed population distribution above, we can search for the strongest discrete emission lines (i.e., those with the largest branching ratios) of the most promising continuum-producing states listed above. Starting with a subsample of these levels (the [v ′ , J ′ ] = [4,18], [5, 10] , and [6, 9] progressions), we searched through the data to see if these lines are observed in approximately the linestrength ratios predicted by the branching ratios from these upper levels. Indeed, we detect numerous discrete fluorescence lines from [4, 18] in almost all of our CTTS sample with clear Bump emission. Similarly, we detect multiple discrete lines from both [5, 10] and [6, 9] in several sources, particularly those with broader red-wing Lyα emission as would be expected.
As a second, less biased, approach, we can use the calculated non-thermal H 2 ground state levels predicted to have the largest fractional population (P (v, J)) following H 2 O dissociation by Lyα photons to determine if these levels are directly observable in our CTTS spectra. First, we identified the H 2 [v,J] levels with the highest populations following H 2 O dissociation ( , and the non-thermal H 2 populations for a column of 10 15.7 cm −2 (see Section 5.2.3 below) are displayed in Figure 12 . A number of high-energy states display large abundances, as expected from the non-thermal excitation process. Analyzing the H 2 states with significant overabundance relative to the primary thermal distribution, we identified strong absorption line (A JJ ′ > 2.5 × 10 7 s −1 ) coincidences with Lyα (within ± 4Å of line-center) and excitation energies T exc > 25 kK. 21 candidate absorption lines were identified, and these are listed with the relevant transition information in Table 3 .
We then searched for the brightest potential fluorescent emission lines from these states. For this calculation, we restricted the absorbing transitions to within ± 3Å of Lyα line center (1212.67 -1218.67Å; to consider only the peak of the Lyα pumping flux for most CTTS), transition rates A J ′ J ′′ > 2.5 × 10 7 s −1 , and excitation energies T exc > 25 kK. 51 emission lines are identified (Table 4) . Of these 51 predicted discrete emission lines, 12 (24%) are unambiguously detected in more than one of our CTTS our spectra, and 8 (16%) are marginally detected in at least one source. 23 (45%) are ambiguous due to blends with other atomic and molecular emission lines (mainly emission from high-T exc lines on the tail of the thermal distribution at T (H 2 ) ≈ 2500 K), and only 8 are not detected (16%). These lines are shown as a function of their branching ratios, emission wavelengths, and detection status in Figure 13 . Given the number of blends with emission from ∼ 2500K H 2 emission lines, we conclude that thermally-populated H 2 fluorescence and dissocation emission likely contribute at a low level to the Bump and to some of the bound-bound transitions associated with the Bump. However, neither Lyα photoexcitation nor electron-impact collisional excitation of a thermal population of H 2 appear to be capable of producing the observed 1600Å Bump emission and all of the assocated discrete emission features.
We present an example of two emission lines where H 2 O dissociation fragments are likely identifications for the observed emission in Figure 14 . Figure 14 , lef t, shows the spectrum of V4046 Sgr in the region around the Werner band line H 2 C -X (1 -4) R(12) λ1186.23Å, and comparison with model fluorescence spectra using three thermal populations and the populations of van Harrevelt & van Hemert (2008) . The models were created using the fluorescence code presented by McJunkin et al. (2016) and the reconstructed Lyα line profiles from Schindhelm et al. (2012b) . The model spectra are scaled to the flux in the strong (1 -1) P(8) line. The thermal models at 1500 and 2500 K are unable to reproduce the flux in the (1 -4) R(12) line. It appears that the 3000 K spectrum can approximately describe the line complex near 1186Å, however this spectrum significantly overpredicts the observed data at other wavelengths, which is reflected in the results of previous fits to the H 2 spectrum, T (H 2 ) ≤ 2000K for V4046 Sgr (Hoadley et al. 2015; McJunkin et al. 2016) . Emission from non-thermal H 2 is able to augment the dominant thermal population and present a better overall fit to the observed spectrum. A complementary example is given in Figure 14 , right, where no thermal H 2 emission is predicted at the observed B -X (9 -4) R(24) λ1373.95Å line. The thermal models are scaled to the flux in the (1 -4) P (11) line, and only the nonthermal H 2 population model predicts flux at the observed wavelengths. These criteria were employed for all of the lines tallied in Figure 13 . Figure 15 shows larger swaths of spectra from V4046 Sgr and DF Tau, where non-thermally populated lines clearly or marginally detected are marked with a dashed green line, while nondetections or blends with stronger H 2 , CO, or atomic lines are marked with dashed red lines. Lines labeled with blue squares are not detected because these are the coincident pumping transitions, and lines labeled with a red 'X' are not detected. We note that most of the high branching ratio discrete lines from the H 2 O fragments are detected or blended with other H 2 lines, and true non-detections have branching ratios ≤ 7%.
Non−thermal H 2 Line Predictions

Estimated H2O Dissociation Rate and Inner Disk Origin
In this subsection, we present an estimate of the average Lyα-driven H 2 O dissociation rate and attempt to constrain the spatial origin of the 1600Å Bump. In Section 3.3, we measured an average Bump luminosity of log 10 L(Bump) = 29.8, L(Bump) = 6.7 × 10 29 erg s −1 , or 5.4 × 10 40 photons s −1 at a fiducial wavelength of 1600Å. We make an assumption that the Bump emission is optically thin and that the overlying dust does not contribute additional attenuation beyond what has been accounted for in the reddening correction. We note that the latter assumption may not be correct, and the formation region for the Bump could be closer to the A V = 1 surface in the disk, which would make the above flux estimates and the following column density calculation lower limits to the true conditions in the water-dissociation region. For example, taking a standard FUV extinction curve with ratio of total to selective reddening (R V ) of 4.0 to approximate some degree of grain growth, placing the emitting region at the A V = 1 surface would increase he calculated intrinsic photon arrival rate by a factor of 6.
Assuming an optically thin medium, the number of arriving photons represents the total number of participating molecules and we can define the non-thermal H 2 dissociation rate as D Bump ≈ 5 × 10 40 molecules s −1 . The total number of non-thermal H 2 O fragments (H * 2 molecules) can be defined as C Bump , where C Bump = D Bump / P diss . P diss is the average dissociation fraction that results from transitions out of the non-thermal ground-state population (Table 3) . Calcu- At top, the thermal spectra are normalized to the B -X (1 -1) P(8) line flux (λ1183.31Å, marked by a black dashed vertical line), and the C -X (1 -4) R(12) λ1186.23Å and C -X (2 -5) R(10) λ1191.65Å lines resulting from a large non-thermal populations and spectral resonances with Lyα are marked with blue dashed vertical lines. At bottom, the thermal spectra are normalized to the B -X (1 -4) P(11) line (λ1380.10Å, marked by a black dashed vertical line). The B -X (9 -4) R(24) λ1373.95Å line resulting from a large non-thermal population and spectral resonance with Lyα is marked with blue dashed vertical line. The predicted nonthermal states are consistent with observed lines that are not wellfit by thermal H 2 populations.
lating P diss we see that lower A lu levels have higher dissociation fraction, such that P diss ∼ 40% for all lines A lu > 10 7 s −1 and P diss < 10% for all lines A lu > 10 8 s −1 . Taking an average of P diss weighted by the the relative abundances of their ground state populations and their A lu -value, we find that the dissociation is dominated by absorbing transitions in with A lu ≈ (3 -8) × 10 7 s −1 and P diss ≈ 30%. Therefore, we estimate C Bump ≈ 1.7 × 10 41 H 2 molecules s −1 produced by Lyα dissociation of water. The total rate of dissociating water molecules responsible for the observed 1600Å Bump is then C(H 2 O) diss = C Bump / P H2 , where P H2 is the daughter-product fraction into H * 2 from the reaction H 2 O + Lyα presented in Equation 3. P H2 has been ex-perimentally measured to be 10% (Slanger & Black 1982; Yi et al. 2007 ). The total water dissociation rate by Lyα photons is C(H 2 O) diss = 1.7 × 10 42 molecules s −1 . The total dissociation rate from this process is large, with a rate of 2.8 × 10
18 g s −1 of water destroyed, or 0.045 M ⊙ Myr −1 . This material is not lost to the system as the dissociation products go into heating the disk atmosphere (Ádámkovics et al. 2016) , catalyzing additional molecular formation in the warm molecular zone (Tielens & Hollenbach 1985; Woitke et al. 2016) , and likely supplying a fraction of the thermalized molecular hydrogen found in the upper disk atmospheres of all CTTSs (e.g., France et al. 2012b ). If we assume a steady state process of Lyα-driven photodissociation balanced by water formation from neutral-neutral reactions of OH and H 2 , as well as dissociative recombination of H 3 O + , we can use the total number of water molecules to estimate the column and volume densities of the emitting region. Antonellini et al. (2015) model CTTS disks and find that the IR water emission (discussed in the following next subsection) is concentrated in the inner disk, with inner and outer radii of 0.1 -0.15 and 0.35 -0.5 AU, respectively, at a disk height of z/r ∼ 0.15 -0.2. Adopting average dissociation fractions, P diss , 20 -30%, we find that the total vertical column density of water undergoing Lyα-driven dissociation is (1 -5) × 10 16 cm −2 , or a few percent of the total water column density inferred from Spitzer observations of CTTS (Carr & Najita 2011) . Under these assumptions about the spatial origin, the volume density of the emitting gas is n(H 2 O) ∼ few × 10 4 cm 3 , consistent with the upper vertical regions of high water concertation in the model of Antonellini et al. (2015) .
Is an inner disk origin correct for the 1600Å Bump? This is a challenging question to answer as the three primary mechanisms for determining the origin of atomic and molecular emission from the inner regions of protoplanetary disks, spectroastrometry (Pontoppidan et al. 2011) , spectral line width modeling (Salyk et al. 2011b; Hoadley et al. 2015) , and interferometry (Eisner et al. 2009 (Eisner et al. , 2014 ) cannot be employed for the spatially and spectrally unresolved Bump emission. To obtain a rough empirical constraint on the origin of the emission, we look for unique astrophysical environments that can provide information on disk emission as a function of radius. Happily, the AA Tau system provided one such opportunity during the long-duration dimming event that began in 2011 . Schneider et al. (2015a) present a panchromatic study of the spatial and compositional characteristics of the "extra absorber" responsible for the dimming, an azimuthally asymmetric enhancement in the disk height located several AU from the central star that has rotated into view 9 . Comparing HST -COS observations of the Bump before the dimming and during the dimming (using the 2011 and 2013 AA Tau data sets analyzed here), Schneider et al. (2015a) found that the Bump dimming was comparable to the dimming of the high-velocity wings of the Lyα-pumped H 2 emission lines. The H 2 emission lines are broadened by Keplerian rotation, so the velocity-dependent flux decre-9 The extra absorber is not related to the inner disk warp in the AA Tau inner disk. ment was used to show that only gas at r 2 AU was being occulted by the extra absorber. Given the similar levels of dimming, the 1600Å Bump likely also originates inside this radius. This picture is supported by the theoretical work ofÁdámkovics et al. (2016), who describe results of a thermal-chemical disk atmosphere model indicating that Lyα-driven photodissociation of water produces sufficient heating to explain the Lyα-pumped H 2 fluorescence observed in CTTSs. They find that photochemical heating of inner molecular disks inside of ∼ 0.5 AU is dominated by Lyα-driven dissociation of H 2 O and OH. In this picture, the same process that produces the 1600Å Bump as a minor dissociation fragment is predicted to dominate the gas heating of the molecular transition zone, warming the local H 2 populations to temperatures that enable the Lyα fluorescence mechanism to operate (1500 -2500 K).
Comparison with Infrared Spectra
Water emission is detected in between one-third and one-half of CTTSs (with central star spectral types G, K, and M) observed with Spitzer mid-IR spectroscopy ), comparable to the detection rate of the 1600Å Bump. These observations show strong peaks between 12 and 34 µm, from which the vertical column density through the disk (N (H 2 O) ∼ 10 18 cm −2 ), the excitation temperature (T (H 2 O) ∼ 500 -1000 K), and the characteristic emitting radius (R(H 2 O) ≤ 2 AU) can be derived (Carr & Najita 2011) . High-resolution water observations at near-IR wavelengths (λ ∼ 3 µm) have found similar results (Salyk et al. 2008; Mandell et al. 2012 ). Given the ubiquity of H 2 and CO in the inner disks of accreting CTTSs Brown et al. 2013 ), it seems clear that H 2 O is equally as common with abundances between 0.1 -1.0 times that of CO Salyk et al. 2011a; Mandell et al. 2012) .
Based on our proposed origin for the 1600Å Bump, one can imagine three potential relations between the Bump and the water emission in the mid-IR: 1) if the Bump is a byproduct of water dissociation, one could expect an anti-correlation between the Bump luminosity and the IR water luminosity, 2) a brighter bump might also indicate more water, and therefore one could expect a positive correlation, or 3) the IR water emission spectrum is produced in a region more embedded than the stellar Lyα can reach effectively, meaning that the two spectral tracers are spatially independent and therefore uncorrelated. We attempted to distinguish between the above scenarios by comparing the observed water emission spectrum with the observed Bump emission for sources where both measurements were available. We selected the Spitzer mid-IR water emission complex near 17.2 µm, as it is the brightest mid-IR water band, and the Spitzer-IRS archive provides the largest uniform water database for comparison. Extracting disk fluxes from Pontoppidan et al. (2010) , Najita (2011), and Zhang et al. (2013) , we identified 10 sources in common between the samples (AA Tau, BP Tau, DK Tau, DN Tau, DR Tau, HD 134344B, RU Lup, RW Aur, RY Lup, and TW Hya). Unfortunately, the overlap in the two samples is not sufficient for any conclusions to be Previous studies have noted the presence of nonthermal H 2 fluorescence features, in particular emission pumped out of the [v,J] = [5,18] level by C IV in the TW Hya disk (Herczeg et al. 2002) and others (Hoadley et al. -in prep.) . The van Harrevelt & van Hemert (2008) calculations do not predict a significant population in the [v,J] = [5,18] level, however it should be emphasized that that work only presented model populations for H 2 O with ground rotational states of 0 00 (para-water) and 1 01 (ortho-water), respectively, a "cold" water population. Emission from warm (T (H 2 O) ≈ 575 K, see references in §5.2.4), rotationally excited water has been observed in CTTS disks, therefore one expects that additional rovibrational H 2 states are appreciably populated by Lyα dissociation of warm water. H 2 O dissociation by Lyα photons may then be a natural explanation for the highly excited H 2 emission observed.
It has been shown that the process of "multiple pumping"
10 by FUV continuum photons at λ < 1120Å likely operates in protoplanetary disks (Nomura & Millar 2005; France et al. 2012a) . Pumping by the FUV continuum is still a relatively slow way to climb the rotational ladder because the transitions must obey the ∆J = −1, 0, +1 selection rules, and gas heating in these regions tends to thermalize the gas at T 1000 K (Nomura & Millar 2005; Ádámkovics et al. 2016) , resulting in the highly excited vibrational populations that are weighted towards low rotational states. Models of UV pumping that incorporate X-ray irradiation and dust grain evolution (which regulates the penetration depth of FUV photons into the disk) show similar, high-v, low-J excitation diagrams (Nomura et al. 2007 ). H 2 dissociation spectra in from these populations will be similar to the hot-star pumped H 2 fluorescence spectrum observed in photodissociation regions, where the continuum peak is clearly established at λ ≈ 1575 -1580Å (Witt et al. 1989; France et al. 2005) , in contrast to the observed spectra in our CTTS survey. There may be other pathways to the formation of the highly non-thermal population distributions that give rise to the quasi-continuous and discrete emission lines observed in the CTTS sample, including the dissociation products of other molecular species and formationpumping of H 2 molecules newly formed on dust grains. Non-thermal H 2 distributions have been observed in HST and Far-Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer observations of comets (e.g., Feldman et al. 2009 and references therein), suggesting a potential common excitation mechanism. Initial modeling work argued that the majority of this population was produced by the dissociation of H 2 O via Lyα photons (Liu et al. 2007) , analogous to the process we describe for protoplanetary disks. More recent analyses by Feldman et al. (2009) and Feldman (2015) have demonstrated that both the H 2 and the rovibrationally excited CO fluorescence spectra are better described as the fragments of formaldehyde (H 2 CO) dissociation. We do not favor the formaldehyde hypothesis for the T Tauri star case because while the population resulting from H 2 CO dissociation can produce highly excited vibrational levels (Zhang et al. 2005) , the rotational populations peak at J = 5 or 7 (Chambreau et al. 2006) , whereas J > 15 is required to produce the observed 1600Å Bump. Also, we (possibly naively) assume that the H 2 CO abundance in the inner regions of protoplanetary disks will be much lower than H 2 O. An additional possibility is that H 2 formation on dust grains in the inner disk is providing a source of non-thermal H 2 -if this could be demonstrated it would constitute an exciting direct probe of molecular formation at planet-forming radii around young stars. Several authors have computed grain-formation rates for H 2 under a variety of molecular cloud and PDR conditions (Jura 1975; Black & van Dishoeck 1987; Le Bourlot et al. 1995; Draine & Bertoldi 1996) , and the latter authors find the average rovibrational distribution of newly formed H 2 to be [v,J] ≈ [5,9] . This is still relatively low rotational excitation compared to what is required to produce the 1600Å Bump, however it should be noted that the calculations cited above were not carried out for the local conditions in a protoplanetary environment. Additional calculations of the H 2 formation rates in disks and their nascent population distributions would be very useful.
SUMMARY
We have extracted and analyzed the quasi-continuous 1600Å Bump from a sample of 37 CTTSs observed with HST -COS, finding a detection rate of ≈ 50%. The widths and fluxes of these features have been measured, and we determine that this emission is inconsistent with electron-impact excitation of H 2 . The large total flux in this emission argues that the 1600Å Bump is powered by Lyα photons, and we argue for a new mechanism: H 2 O dissociation by Lyα photons followed by photodissociation of the highly non-thermal water dissociation fragments. This water dissociation hypothesis provides qualitative agreement with both the discrete and continuous emission features observed in the T Tauri star sample.
We present new evidence demonstrating that water dissociation by the strong stellar+accretion Lyα radiation field is a viable explanation for the Bump emission ob-served in the HST -COS T Tauri star sample. This conclusion is supported by several observational clues that match with the theory behind the water dissociation scenario, including the ability to account for the shifted, quasi-continuous emission spectrum of the Bump, being able to predict and verify observations of bound-bound H 2 emission features, and finding plausible agreement with observed fluxes of these components and their expected disk densities. Therefore, the 1600Å Bump may be a new probe of water chemistry in Lyα-irradiated protoplanetary environments. The total emitted power in the Bump is between 10% and 90% of the underlying FUV continuum emission in protoplanetary disk spectra. In future work, we will build on this finding to constrain the spatial distribution of the emission and the physical conditions in the disk where the emission arises. This can be combined with disk models and water observations at IR and sub-mm wavelengths to develop a more complete picture of the H 2 O chemistry in protoplanetary environments. Laboratory experiments exploring the dissociation products of warm water vapor illuminated by Lyα photons would also be very valuable for quantifying both the H 2 O dissociation mechanism and the resultant nonthermal H 2 dissociation spectrum. 
